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Sl.No

1

Lab Name

Electronics

Building

AB1-115

In-Charge

Key Features

Technical
Infrastructure

Capac
ity

Mr. Kalyan
Chakravarthi

Basic Electronics Lab is
the associated with the
institute core course FEEE,
FEE, BEE & ADC. This
lab runs in both the
semester
and
accommodates about 500
students per semester.
The laboratory has
basic
electronic
experiments on analog,
digital and mixed signal
circuits.
To provide students
engineering skills by way
of
breadboard
circuit
design with electronic
devices and components.
To design and analyze
various Electronic circuits
such as multivibrators,
applications of operational
amplifiers, RC coupled
amplifiers,
oscillators,
digital circuits etc., so that
students are able to
understand the practical
aspects of basic electronics
theory.

Digital storage
oscilloscope,
Function
generators,
Digital multimeters, Multisim
software, Decade
Resistance Box,
Decade
Capacitance Box,
Decade
Inductance Box,
Regulated power
supply

35 +
35

Photo

2

3

Control Systems
Engineering

Microcontrollers

AB2-114

AB2-119

Dr. Y.V
Pavan
Kumar

Mr. Ganesh
Lakshmana
Kumar

Control
Systems
Laboratory
presents
facilities of computing and
simulation
through
MATLAB
and
demonstration
on
FEEDBACK
designed
equipment with PCI cards
creating an impressive
digital
control
system
development environment.
Together with SIMULINK
and additional toolboxes it
facilitates control system
design and analysis, which
can later be implemented in
real-time
applications
using Real-time Workshop.
Some feature as follows:
• Phenomenologica
l process models
• Dynamics
analysis
• Discrete models
identification
• Controller design
• Controller tests on
the model
• Controller
implementation in
real-time
applications
• Implementation of
various
control
strategies
• Data visualization
The Microcontroller lab
enable students to gain
practical knowledge about
various of microprocessor
and microcontrollers and to
develop
their
own

Digital storage
oscilloscope,
Pid controller,
Control system
simulator,
Dc motor speed
control,
Study of stepper
motor,
Control system
lab, NI ELVIS II
+ Hardware (For
Academic use
only), Quanser
QNET 2.0 Dc
Motor Board for
NI ELVIS,
Quanser QubeServo 2.0 for
Control Teaching
with myRIO IO
Connection,
NI myRIO -1900
University
purchase Incl
WIFI and MSP
Connector,
Ni LabVIEW
Professional
Development
Software,
ELVIS –III
Connecting cables
and probes,
Quanser
Mechatronics
actuators board,
ELVIS-III Board
Hardware

35 +
35

ESA KEIL
MCB1760 Single
Board Computer /
Evaluation Board,

64

programs and implement
the same in various
applications in ECE.
It enables to understand the
concepts about assemble
language
programming,
CPU, memory and I/O
design, Interfacing of
programmable chips and
peripherals such as stepper
motors, analog-to-digital
and
digital-to-analog
converters.
Various
types
of
microprocessor,
microcontroller trainer kits
and interfacing module are
available in this lab.
These
are
used
to
understand the internal
architecture
of
the
microprocessor/
microcontrollers and in
developing the associated
s/w and h/w for the various
applications.

IF ESA KEIL
MCB 1760
Interface Board,
Logical Controller
Interface,
ESA KEIL
MCB1760 Single
Board Computer /
Evaluation Board,
IF ESA KEIL
MCB 1760
Interface Board,
Logical Controller
Interface,
KEIL Software
(75 User)

Lab Features:
1)The lab requires
MATLAB
software
which
has
signal
processing toolbox.

4

Digital Signal
Processing

AB2-119

Dr.
Sameeulla
Khan

2)To have a quick
implementation about
the concepts learned in
DSP.
3) Some experiments
are based on DSP kits
to have some hands-on
experience.

MATLAB
software,
TI-DSP
TMS320C6748
Development
board along with
CCS software

70

5

6

Digital Logic
Design

Communication
Engineering

AB2-201

AB2-211

Dr. Sudha
Ellison
Mathe,
Dr. Deepak
Kr. Panda

The lab has 65 top-end
computer systems for
students to use during their
laboratory sessions. It is
loaded with Xilinx Vivado
Software with 65 full
version licenses. Students
are provided with 65 Zybo
FPGA boards, 35 PMOD
switch boards, 35 LED
boards, to verify their
design simulations on
actual hardware. Using
these facilities, students
can design basic digital
circuits, such as logic gates,
and also advanced circuits.
The lab experiments are
designed to make the
student understand the
basics as well as their
applications. In addition,
the lab also has a projector,
power backup facility with
a 20KVA UPS and 36
batteries. It also has 4 large
AC units for the systems to
run smoothly.

Dr. Ravindra
Dhuli

Communication
Engineering
(also
sometimes
called
Telecommunication
Engineering)
is
a

Xilinx Vivado
Suite-Latest,
Digilent Zybo
(Zynq-Z10) Board
with Peripherals,
Pmod 4 switches,
Pmod 8LD,
Xilinx Vivado
Suite-Latest,
Zybo Z10 FPGA
Kits,
Altera De10 Nano
Kits,
Pmod 4 switches,
Pmod 8LD

Digital Storage
Oscilloscope,
Arbitrary/Functio
n Generator,

65

64

specialized discipline that
combines
electrical
engineering
and
communications.
Communication
Engineering
laboratory
focuses on training the
students in both analog and
digital
transmission/reception of
signal.
The concepts of all type of
modulation
&
demodulation
can
be
studied.
The
recent
communication techniques
can be demonstrated with
available equipment’s.

7

LICA

AB2-211

Dr. Arun
kumar Sinha

Linear integrated circuits
design lab is a basic course
taught to Electronics and
Communication students at
VIT-AP
University.
Operational
amplifiers
(Op-Amp 741) and IC-555
timer and IC-565 related
experiments are conducted
in this lab. The lab has a full
capacity with 28 bench
setups, each bench can
accommodate
three
students. Right now, twelve
hardware
based
experiments are conducted
in which student need to

Manual Triple
Channel Power
Supply,
Digital Multimeter,
Decade Resistor
Box,
Decade
Inductance Box,
Decade
Capacitance Box

Power supply-30,
Function
generator-30,
Digital storage
oscilloscope-30,
Multi-meter-30,
Decade
Resistance box30,
Decade
capacitance box30,
Decade
inductance box30.

84

study and demonstrate their
circuit
assembly
and
analysing skills.

8

Embedded
Sensor & Data
Acquisition

AB2- 219
(b)

Dr. S M A K
Azad

The data acquisition system
is the process of making
measurement of physical
event and storing them in
some logical fashion.
Having
a
formal
background in engineering
or science is helpful but the
best way to learn is by
implementing the system
with hardware and software
components.
The
popularity
and
acceptance of computerbased instrumentation has
created a need to provide
the students in engineering
technology with a training
course based on the
aforementioned
technology.
This course is based on the
personal computer, along
with Data Acquisition
(DAQ) cards, BNC-2120
connector accessory
for E-series devices and
software to create devices
called virtual instruments
(VI).

General Purpose
DAQ Hardware
NI USB 6008
Basic DAQ
Hardware,
NI USB 6229M
DAQ Hardware,
NI USB 6211
DAQ Hardware,
My DAQ Bundle
(10Units)
Hardware for
Analog and
Digital sensor
interface,
My RIO Bundle
(10Units)
Hardware for
Image Processing,
Robotics
Hardware Bundle,
Biomedical
Sensor acquisition
bundle,
Compact RIO
based
autonomous,
Camera
Processing Unit
Vision Modules,
Ultrasonic Sensor,

30

IR Infrared
Sensor,
Temperature
Sensor, Gas and
Smoke Sensor

9

Embedded
hardware &
software

AB2219(a)

Dr.
Peddakrishna

The objective of this
laboratory is to provide the
infrastructure
for
conducting the regular labs
for the BTech and MTech
Programs. It is specially
designed for the students to
get hands-on experience on
embedded hardware and
software system design.
This laboratory is equipped
with 35- desktops, a
licensed 35 user Mapusoft
RTOS simulator. 89C51
and
PIC16F87
MCU
trainer kits support to learn
C & assembly language

20- 89C51 and
PIC16F87 MCU
trainer kits,
20- PYNQ-Z2
FPGA boards,
35 user Mapu soft
RTOS simulator.
89C51 and
PIC16F87 MCU
trainer kits,
PYNQ-Z2 boards,
Mapusoft RTOS
Simulator 6-digit,
7 sigment display
with calculator
KBD Interface,

35

programming with various
interfaces using PC. The
PYNQ-Z2 boards are used
to support PYNQ (Python
Productivity for Zynq)
framework and embedded
systems
development.
Using
Python
programming language and
libraries, students can
exploit the benefits of
programmable logic and
microprocessors in Zynq to
build more capable and
exciting
embedded
systems. Mapusoft RTOS
Simulator is specifically
designed for students to
improve their embedded
software
development
skills
and
testing
environment on standard
Windows/Linux personal
computers.

10

VLSI

AB2-311

Dr.
Umakanta
Nanda

This
Laboratory
is
equipped with CuttingEdge Technology EDA
Tools such as Cadence (40
users) which supports for
conducting the UG/PG labs
and also research activities
in PhD level.
Cadence is an Electronic
Design Automation (EDA)
environment which allows
different applications and
tools to integrate into a
single framework thus
allowing supporting all the
stages of IC design and

Stepper motor
interface with
stepper motor &
power adapter

Cadence
University Bundle
Analog & Digital
FE&BE

76

verification from a single
environment. These tools
are completely general,
supporting
different
fabrication technologies.
When
a
particular
technology is selected, a set
of
configuration
and
technology-related files are
employed for customizing
the cadence environment.
This set of files is
commonly referred to as a
design kit.

11

Microwave
Engineering

AB2-404

Dr. Jayendra
Kumar

The Laboratory is equipped
with hardware units to
carry out
experiments that include
Microwave measurements
techniques for Power,
VSWR,
frequency,
wavelength,
impedance quantities and
characterization
of
Microwave sources.
To
become
familiar
working with rectangular
waveguides and doing
microwave
bench set up.
To
determine
the
characteristics of various
microwave components.
To be able to measure wave
parameters like impedance,
frequency, wavelength
using microwave bench
and VSWR/power meter.
To study various Digital
and Hybrid modulation and
demodulation schemes.

Ansys Software,
Satellite
Communication
Kit,
Klystron based
microwave test
bench,
Gunn Oscillatorbased Microwave
test bench,
Antenna Trainer
kit,
UV and Camera
based PCB
fabrication setup,
Two-port vector
network analyser

60

12

Computer
Communication

AB2-409

Dr. Jayendra
Kumar

Describe the different
network layers and to list
out the applications of
networks.
Analyze the performance
of data link layer protocols.
Compute the delay and
examine the performance
of MAC protocols and
LAN protocols.
Analyze the performance
of routing algorithms for
packet switched networks
Solve technical problems in
ARQ protocols, MAC
protocols and Routing
Algorithm.
Demonstrate the working
of HUB and Switches.
Examine the Performance
of ARQ Protocols, Ethernet
LAN, Token Ring, RIP,
TCP and UDP.
Identify the networking
technologies
and
associated
network
standards.

NetSim Software

60

